We consider an approach to the blind identification problem of instantaneous mixtures using second-order statistics through the nonstationarity and nonwhiteness properties of signals. We propose the use of natural gradient learning to form off-line/block processing (BP) and on-line processing (OP) algorithms suitable respectively for blind identification with batch data and on-line data and show that the proposed algorithms can be considered as a class of algorithms offering quasi-uniform performance. The identifiability conditions are presented which provide a key insight into these algorithms. The paper shows simulation results and concludes with some connections of the proposed algorithms to other existing algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Blind identification of signals in an unknown environment using second-order statistics is being contemplated as an alternative to techniques employing higher-order statistics particularly when the signals are nonstationary and nonwhite. Several approaches based on the nonstationarity and nonwhiteness properties of signals have been proposed to solve the problem and most of them rely either explicitly or implicitly on the joint diagonalization criterion of correlation matrices. In [1] , an on-line algorithm for blind identification of nonstationary signals using a logarithmic cost function is introduced. Such a cost function is considered to be related to the mutual information theory used in derivation of algorithms later proposed in [2] . A class of off-line algorithms which utilizes correlation matrices of nonstationary signals at different time intervals can be found in [2] , [3] and the identifiability condition for a case of two correlation matrices of nonstationary signals is also given in [3] . An approach employing the nonwhiteness property of signals is proposed in [4] in which two correlation matrices at different time lags are used. A more general case using the nonwhiteness property at several time lags with an added whitening process is proposed in [5] .
The combination of both properties are proposed for off-line processing of instantaneous mixtures in [6] and of convolutive mixtures in [7] . The technique of [6] exploits a whitening process followed by the elegant Jacobi-like technique to seek an orthogonal matrix that jointly diagonalizes several correlation matrices of whitened signals at different time intervals and different time lags. This method, although efficient, has been shown to introduce an imbalance of the weighting of the joint diagonalization by its whitening process [8] and additionally can be degraded by any residual additive noise that cannot be entirely removed by the whitening process [9] . The technique of [7] introduces a generalization of the logarithmic cost function proposed in [1] based on a novel matrix formulation, also applicable for instantaneous mixtures, and uses a natural gradient adaptation to directly seek a nonorthogonal demixing matrix. Although it solves the unbalanced weighting of the joint diagonalization, the logarithmic cost function implies a need for source signals to be active throughout the process.
This paper uses second-order statistics through the nonstationarity and nonwhiteness properties of signals to solve the blind identification problem of instantaneous mixtures. The off-line/ block processing (BP) and on-line processing (OP) algorithms are derived using natural gradient learning. We show that the proposed algorithms can be considered as a class of algorithms offering quasi-uniform performance. The BP algorithm does not require the signals to be active throughout the process. The identifiability conditions that provide a key insight into the algorithms are also given.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider AE source signals ×´Òµ ×½´Òµ × ¾´Òµ × AE´Òµ Ì and AE observations of their instantaneous mixtures
where Ú´Òµ represents additive noise, is an AE ¢ AE unknown mixing matrix and Ò ½ ¾ is the sample index. Given a set of the observed signals, our aim is to estimate the corresponding source signals within a scale factor and permutation ambiguity. We employ assumptions: A1: is a square matrix with rank AE. A2: Each × ´Òµ is a zero mean, nonstationary and nonwhite process with × ´Òµ× ´Ò µ ¼
where is the time lag, ¡ denotes the expectation operator and denotes for some. Also, each × ´Òµ is uncorrelated with × ´Òµ× ´Ò µ × ´Òµ × ´Ò µ ½ AE.
A1 ensures the existence of all source signals to be observed in the form of Ü´Òµ by the rank of . A2 is a key assumption for our proposed algorithms.
OFF-LINE/BLOCK PROCESSING (BP) ALGORITHM
The off-line/block processing (BP) algorithm uses several blocks of observed signals indexed ½ ¾ Ã . We define a block which is sufficiently small to capture a set of observed signals that exhibits wide-sense stationarity giving Before proceeding further, since we assume the nonstationarity and nonwhiteness of source signals (A2), it is useful to say how nonstationary and nonwhite the source signals should be for us to blindly identify them. The following identifiability conditions give necessary and sufficient requirements for our algorithm. × ¾ , then we readily see that Ü´Òµ ×´Òµ and Ü´Òµ ×´Òµ as well as ×´Òµ and ×´Òµ share the same local time-average correlation matrices. Hence, we cannot identify these signals by using the local time-average correlation matrices. In addition, this condition generalizes the condition found in proposition 1 of [3] , where two correlation matrices of nonstationary signals at two different time intervals are considered.
(ii) This condition can be viewed as a generalization of the condition on the normalized spectra of source signals in [5] , which utilizes power normalization by considering Ö´ ¼µ × Ö´ ¼µ × ½ , where denotes the whole set of samples, and as a special case of the condition found in [10] , when a cycle frequency of cyclostationary source signals and is zero. In addition, a slightly different condition with proof for complex signals is given in [11] .
Even though the results in [5] , [11] and [10] are for complete signals whereas we are concerned with block-based processing, we nevertheless propose that the proof can similarly be applied for appropriate choice of Ä . , where is a global system matrix. We premultiply and postmultiply (3) with Ï and its transpose to get In view of the identifiability conditions and (4), two local timeaverage correlation matrices of source signals satisfying either (i) or (ii) provide adequate conditions to solve the problem through their corresponding observed signal correlation matrices. However, a local time-average correlation matrix is, in fact, an estimate of the ensemble average correlation matrix from available samples and thus does not provide the exact measurement. Accordingly, the more conditions of (4) (via different´ µ) that the demixing matrix satisfies, the more accurate the solution of the problem will become (see e.g. [7] and references therein).
To obtain a nonorthogonal demixing matrix Ï as described in [8] and to obtain a more compact form of gradient adaptation presented thereafter, we use the symmetric part of local time-average correlation matrices and rewrite (4) as We now introduce the following joint diagonalization cost function to be minimized as Since no closed form solution exists for this problem, we seek a demixing matrix by employing natural gradient learning (Theorem 6 of [12] ). In addition, by applying natural gradient learning to Â , the resulting algorithm is equivariant, meaning that it exhibits uniform performance in such a way that its behavior is independent of the mixing matrix [13] . The natural gradient of Â is given by
where ÖÏ is the natural gradient operator with respect to Ï.
Notice that we assume Ï to have rank AE, which is the direct consequence of A1. As mentioned in the previous Section, the rank AE of results in the existence of every source signal in a form of observed signals when all source signals are sufficiently rich to excite (1) . Based on this point, some algorithms, without resorting to constraining Ï, exploit a logarithmic function of an output correlation matrix [1] or of local time-average output correlation matrices [7] as their cost function to identify Ï. This method requires that such a matrix or matrices are positive definite so that they are invertible. Moreover, if the source signals are very weak, gradient noise amplification can be a problem. In other words, this implies the need for permanent excitation of sources in every signal block. As an alternative to the requirement for permanent excitation, Ï can be constrained to have rank AE. However, this would normally degrade algorithm performance in a noisy environment [9] . In our work, we solve this problem by proposing to minimize an unconstrained cost function but with the addition 
Accordingly, the BP algorithm updates the demixing matrix in an iterative fashion using Ï´Ñ· ½ µ Ï´Ñµ ÖÏÂ ´Ñµ· È ÖÏÂÈ´Ñµ (10) where is a positive step size and Ñ is the iterative index. It can be seen that (10) violates the uniform performance property due to ÖÏÂÈ. However, we regard the BP algorithm as an algorithm that exhibits quasi-uniform performance since È is always much less than unity and therefore considerably reduces the effect of ÖÏÂÈ.
ON-LINE PROCESSING (OP) ALGORITHM
The on-line processing (OP) algorithm can be viewed as a modified BP algorithm. More specifically, each block of signals consists of data from the beginning of the process to the current observed sample and therefore these blocks grow in size from block (14) and the update equation of the OP algorithm takes the form Ï´Ò· ½ µ Ï´Òµ ÖÏÂ ´Òµ· È ÖÏÂÈ´Òµ (15) where ÖÏÂÈ´Òµ can be obtained from (9) . For the OP algorithm to attain its minimum, the source signals must persistently excite (1).
SIMULATIONS
We have evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithms by means of the performance index (PI) In the first simulation, two speech signals 1 are used as sources associated with noise from two autoregressive models of order four (AR(4)). The blind identification is performed at various levels of signal to noise ratio (SNR) by the BP algorithm with overlapping and nonoverlapping block methods and, for comparison, by the second-order blind identification (SOBI) algorithm 2 [5] , whose performance in a noisy environment depends on how well a whitening process deals with noise. The PI is averaged over 10 independent trials of the noise generating processes and randomly chosen mixing matrices. In Fig.1(a) , we can see that both BP algorithms outperform SOBI except at high SNR and superior performance is obtained using overlapping blocks.
In the second simulation, we employ the OP algorithm to identify two stationary but nonwhite sources from AR(2) and AR(4) models associated with noise from two AR(1) models and average it over 500 independent trials of all signals generating processes and randomly chosen mixing matrices. The results are compared with the normalized equivariant adaptive source separation via independence (EASI) algorithm [13] , which is based on higher-order statistics. As expected, Fig.1(b) shows improved performance of the OP algorithms over that of the normalized EASI.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have presented the BP and the OP blind signal identification algorithms which employ second-order signal statistics and non-stationarity and nonwhiteness properties. By using natural gradient learning, the proposed algorithms exhibit quasi-uniform performance such that their behavior is almost independent of the mixing matrix. Identifiability conditions have been given.
Our BP algorithm differs from [14] , [15] because of the use of nonstationarity and nonwhiteness properties of signals and the introduction of natural gradient learning, even though they are all based on joint diagonalization of correlation matrices. In contrast to [7] , the overlapping block method is introduced and the implicit requirement for persistently active excitation of sources in every block is avoided in our technique. Except at high SNR, results of our tests show significant improvement in performance compared to SOBI, especially when overlapping blocks are employed. The OP algorithm includes the concept that is employed in [1] , [2] but extends it to consider both nonstationarity and nonwhiteness properties of signals.
